In the e-age, internet and e-affairs 
Introduction
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architecture for agile business environment that caters the service across the business boundaries and within the organization and it can be implemented in any technology. SOA consists of three major ingredients namely service registry, service provider and service consumer and some of the constituent technologies UDDI, web service, ESB etc. While speaking SOA the service i.e. web service also adds on to the text because web services are the building blocks for SOA. Web service is based on the service concepts, which are described and offered by the service suppliers. The service consumers read the service descriptions, and using only these descriptions, react mutually with the service supplier, obtaining the access to although works that furnishes is a very general definition. The interaction between a consumer and the supplier demands some common computing infrastructure. Web service means the HTTP over TCP/IP uses the XML for message exchange and the service description is accomplished usage Web Service Description Language (WSDL). Message format or the communication network protocol of those messages and end points are described in the WSDL.
In web service (Software Development Life cycle) process the web service is ordinarily decomposed into modules of some kind. Even a good decomposition of modules has just some well understood unions with other modules. The modification of the module is more difficult with more connections and couplings without sacrificing the security. So it is recommended for coordinated software across the modules of different kinds and connection in a distributed system rather it can be a serious problem. The alteration in a module sometimes it seems that an entirely unrelated breaks which leads to high cost for maintenance and difficult to rollback and thus expensive and consumes time to evolving a system. Hence the benefits of web service become a nightmare. In this concern Surekha Durvasula et al. [28] states that the web service experts, describe and document best practices and key learning's relating to SOA, to help other companies address the challenges of web service.
Service Level Security using Expected Clandestine Figure for Corroboration of Web Service Consumer M.S.Saleem Basha
Developers believe that decomposition of software into modules is a nail in the wood pieces. The fore more approach is to decoupling, i.e. to minimize the rate of knowledge of one module over the other modules in the system. At this stage OOP introduces the granularity. The user of a class has no knowledge of the class implementation by type abstraction using fine grained scale. Fortunately SOA helps to maximize decoupling at a coarse-grained scale. The description of network services as a set of end point operating on messages containing either procedural oriented or document oriented are also given as an XML format in WSDL. WSDL Version 1.2 Bindings describes how to use WSDL in conjunction with SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [23] . The service consumer possesses the complete knowledge of the service provider on WSDL, the availability of the service provider etc, due to well defined interface between the two entities.
The implementation of service is completely transparent to the service consumers who are dealing with XML messages to avoid sneaky sort of technical coupling also to switch over to other service provider very easily irrespective of the interface of different service providers. XML Schema is a language for defining the structure of XML document instances that belong to a specific document type [26] . The XML is the subset of Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). The prominent goal of XML is to serve generic SGML, receive generic SGML and process in the web with HTML. XML have become a designed for ease of implementation with interoperability between SGML and HTML [24] . Similarly the provider also decoupled from the service consumer. In connection with the service consumer, service provider has only a meager knowledge about the service consumer, especially to predict the behavior of the service consumer. All for this is to set up the circumstances to reuse the service for other service consumers. Surely, developers depend on the above said ability for reuse of service without affecting the service implementation. Decoupling is the trick to achieve this capability. Using this capability the web service developers can able to develop the web service in a simple and flexible way [21] ; this method will detach some level of complexity in an application specific.
Business Process Management
SOA can exist without Business Process Management (BPM), and BPM prospered without a comprehension closes to SOA. The combination of SOA and BPM is stronger than someone is alone SOA makes available the ability to create process independence [16] . The loosely coupling of SOA and BMP automatically create services that can be reemployed across the boundaries of enterprise and in the multiple processes. Business Process Management (BPM) is an emerging framework to visualize, improve and executing new process [11] . BPM is a methodology, also a collection of tools that the businesses to specify service processes. The services are treated by the BPM that addresses how the organizations can identify, can model, can develop, and can manage their service processes, including the processes that IT imply the systems and human interaction.
With the advent of design principles, patterns and techniques the services are well defined to minimize the gap between the business and enterprise. SOA is not a technology rather it is an architectural style to make the availability of resources to the participants using the service which spans across the boundaries of enterprise which fulfills the business and goals of an organization, which can be choreograph these service to composite application and invoke them through standard protocols.
IT professionals and business user are more benefited by combining the business process management and service oriented architecture. Business process management is the building block for service oriented development of application. In the circumstances of natural partners' service oriented architecture and business process must be hand-in-hand to assemble new application for business. In short business process is modeled as a set of individual processing tasks. BPM defines the create process model, process automation, the way to invoke the service and the process flow of the service where as SOA reveals the services to the consumer hiding the information of the service composition and orchestration and flow. Due to these characteristics many companies and IT industries are focusing towards SOA for more strategic and usability.
Due to tight coupling of integration technology and individual business application, a small change in the business process or integration technology may lead to increase the operational cost and hence it affect multiple application beneath this. This tight coupling is a nightmare for the developers to modify the integration technology and interfacing to accommodate the changed business process. The introduction of service is more beneficial, without the service in BPM is complex and brittle. Services
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Volume 2, Number 3, August, 2010 reduce the bottleneck of the BPM, the process layer to access the underlying business directly to contaminate with unnecessary details about the technology, APIs and application. Due to above said advantages the SOA and the web service are becoming a popular technology to connect the application both within and across enterprise boundaries. Due to the popularity, the web service has encounters the problem of insecurity and security has become an important concern impeding the widespread adoption of SOA. Much work has been carried out to standardize the business process management for more than a decade. The standardization of business process management and workflow technology has been discussed for more than ten years [18] . Oasis, WfMC, W3C, BPMI, OMG is the most popular organizations who work towards the process of specifying the business process management for different aspects of application.
Security Concerns
The cost versus risk parameters of the business will determine the capability to implement security in web service [17] . More a business can articulate the risks to its business, better it will be capable to appraise the advantage of preventive measurements to protect itself. The business must be capable of answering such a question.
1) Who has to have the access to which information? 2)
How is access to data provided? Direct or brokered? 3)
Is there a need for data to be available to external partners as well as internal consumers ? 4) What requirements does the information need in transit, in process and at rest?
To achieve build in security in web service, the application and the security model must be conceptually modelled. This roughly goes without saying that the big companies are obsessed by the safety and to assure the critical applications, essential information are at stake. Any movement towards web service presents a principal opportunity to incorporate the safety in future applications. Organization and system stake holders are realizing that every opportunity for the business emerges with the danger of seriously screwing things-up. In early web service adopters are delicious prey for the bad thinking about the web service security. After the several advancement in the technology and techniques in the context of security, still the system developers faces the problem of security and security related issues and challenges because of confusing with the term software security and security software. The system developers emphasize, security isn't a feature and thought that software security will be achieved by sprinkling crypto fairy dust over the software to make it magically secure. System developers liberally apply crypto to web service and end up with security [1] . But they forgot that Crypto is security software; web service needs are software security.
Wide consideration to inherent the security features in the SDLC of the web service platform will enhances the safety of the web service as well as the service themselves [19] . Thus web service provides an opportunity to avoid such security related issues and challenges or otherwise managing security flaws that pervade software architecture.
The vendors typically emphasize the primary features of safety that they offer as key selling points in the real world of enterprise applications. Nevertheless, out of the list of obligatory features of safety, few sellers can give testimony to the underlying safety of the product itself. So the user could have all the characteristics of security in the computing world, but they remain untenably insecure. The challenges of the insecure software grow with the move to web service, which for the same definition exhibits vulnerabilities of software more extensively than ever. Heck et al. [1] states the web service description language and universal description, discovery and integration (UDDI), beneficing the information as a malevolent attacker to realize a prowess of software is easier now a days. A variety of standards might take the place of arbitrary and often broken safety features of proper crop [16] , but the results remain the same because the services themselves suffer from careless construction.
The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and transport Layer Security (TLS) is the point to point security protocol for Hypertext Transfer Protocol and Transport Control Protocol [19] , it uses traditional encryption system including digital certificates and SSL does not provide element-wise signing and encryption. While considering the web service the point to point security is not enough because services are routed through many intermediaries and it is a night mare to those intermediaries to Service Level Security using Expected Clandestine Figure for Corroboration of Web Service Consumer M.S.Saleem Basha participate in security operation. Thus the requirement drives us to build the service with default security features for secure transaction. Fifty years after the birth of the general purpose commercial computing, one might hope that architectures of software should reflect the needs of the business for agility and safety and might hope that the orientation of service should go out of the box with an impenetrable drawbridge. After everything, the days of bolt -on the safety are gone. But should we be surprised that the safety is not fundamental to the mechanism of web service? [2] . It is frightful that a service, the basic component of the service oriented architecture, does not come secure by default.
SOA introduces new security requirements
A new approach is required for the security management within and across the organization boundaries due to the openness introduced by SOA based application. The need for SOA security is particularly pressing for business, based on several factors [15] . Primarily, the nature of business itself both drives and it is led by the sensitive information for every customer data from the third party assets. The business must provide the highest levels of the confidentiality, supported by the strong protection for account, assets and information of deal.
Secondly, the business must act in accordance with an increasing number of regulatory and standard acts, as Sarbanes-Oxley and Basel II, which imply rigorous requirements for the safety, checking and doing a report. As a consequence of the critical needs of confidentiality, protection of information and conformity, an organization that puts into practice of an ambience sure web service must completely address the following quotes. For successful authentication and user identity management, a common identity management solution is required. To identify the user and automatic mapping of user's identity across organizations, systems, services and components requires an automated system and privileges. Added functionalities are required to reuse the web services across legacy application. Auditing, reporting and security control must be an integral part of the web service environment. More over web service must be continuously monitored for safety related issues such as malware, internal misuse and misconfigurations and finally users must be able to navigate easily across SOA and Web services with a minimum of password and identity verification procedures.
Problem statement
SOA enables organizations to build a set of reusable security services that can be used by business applications. The resulting reusability must prove security policies should be consistent across the platform with limited expenses of development. For example, a function of authentication can be offered as the service. Due to the distributed nature of web service, it is important that the architecture by means of standards is adopted, that delivers the interoperability and allows to the infrastructure to work across organizational limits.
Moreover as said earlier service is the building block for SOA, there should be default security mechanism. Binding security services to the service is not healthy activity and thus the requirement pushes to build service to address default authentication. Microsoft contemplated "The Study of Password" during 2007 and concluded that the authentication of device will find very much outsized in the Internet [13] . For the adaptable RSA authentication, it always uses the second factor although the initial authentication is realized transparently to the user.
The RSA performs several procedures of authentication behind the scenes, even for the identification of invisible device. A lot of works have been done using the authentication of device for wireless networks, pair at par authentication etc. The authentication of device is an essential element in the home network safety [14] . For the deployment of high performance and mission-critical SOAP/XML-based services, several key issues are to be addressed [12] because the SOAP and the XML are the principal message exchanging protocol and formats.
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We proposed and implemented a new concept in web service called Expected Clandestine Figure  ( ECF which may be a CPU ID or Mother Board serial number) for default authentication of the service consumer in a closed group environment. In RFID technology, smart card has a wider user used in diverse area and application. Usually smart card system works by install a smart card reader at the entrance and connects through network which consist database and system application. Because the system required bigger database that stored staff information, cost of investment will be increase towards the system requirement. This is because usually the staff access can validate through authentication process that compare serial number and data on the card with a serial number stored on database [4] . Similarly by considering the ECF, the service is created from the scratch along with the usual user name and password, or any bio metric authentication etc. The traditional way of using username and password the consumer may be authorized at the initial stage of binding with the service provider beyond that for each transaction the same username and password is carried out for the preceding service; at this point where the security attacks are happened form the other network. So a mechanism in the service to generate the ECF from the consumer's system is proposed. By ECF, the service provider can be intimated that the authorized user is accessing the service in association with the username and password or any biometric authentication techniques. For each successive request the ECF is used rather than the usual techniques. The consumer or hackers has no aware of ECF which the provider alone can extract the ECF. This caused the attackers to fail in their objective. And also the provider always expects the Expected Machiavellian Figure (EMF, detail of attacker) and if, the server senses the EMF, the appropriate action will be initiated. This gives insight to the built in security features of the web service and device authentication.
Session ID for uniqueness
In a series of related message exchange over the network communication like HTTP, session ID is a small bit of data which plays a viral role to identify the session. In case of HTTP stateless session protocol in the communication infrastructure session identifiers becomes a necessary role. For example to finalize a shopping spree is done by going back to site's checkout page for the customer who visits the vendor's site to buy a number of articles in a virtual shopping cart. This is usually implies in an communication where a multiple web pages are requested by the client and sent back to server. In such a situation, the maintenance of the session ID becomes a vital role to keep track of the current state of the shopper's cart. The main idea of the session ID is to grant a visitor on the first visit to the web site. Session manager will maintain a unique ID for different users. Generally the session ID is short lived which expires under inactivity and may become invalid after a certain goal has been met (for example, once the buyer has finalized his order, he can not use the same session ID to add more items).
Most of the web sites maintain session state to determine access rights or user settings during the user's sessions. When the users enter to an application, a session ID will be generated by the web server to identify the user. This session ID can be random and also set to expire at the completion of the session. Nevertheless, the session ID also it can be predetermined and persistently. The server uses the identifier with information associated to every successive request. Due to the lack of proper protection of session token the users are allowed to compromise password, session cookies, keys etc. to defeat the authentication restriction, assume other user's identities and to hijack the session to obtain potential privileges. The user's session ID is displayed in the web URL. Even if the authentication is needed, it can be possible for a user to certify credential legitimate [3] , but then change the session ID in the line URL has given a way to access to the information of another user without requiring reauthentication.
A session ID is often a rope of randomly generated string to diminish the probability of obtaining valid one by means of a search of brute force. Many servers realize the additional cross-check of the client is required, for if the attacker has obtained the session ID. Closing with keys, the session ID of a client's IP address is a simple task and effective measure while the attacker cannot join the server of the same address. Session IDs are short lived and can be brute-force attack. The User may turn off cookies for the privacy or security reason. Any person using the same computer will be able to review the browser history file or stored favorites and follow the same URL. The information of URL will be registered by intermediary systems like firewall and proxy servers. This way someone with the access to these registers, the URL might be observed and possibly to use the information in an attack. This is a
trivial exercise for someone to modify the URL and the associate information with session ID inside a navigator of standard web. This way, the skills and the team necessary to carry out the attack are minimal to cause more frequent attacks. When a client navigates to a new website, the URL containing the session information can be sent to the new site via the HTTP referrer field.
MAC address for uniqueness
MAC address is a unique identifier of the network interface card which is assigned by the manufacturer. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has laid a standard for formulating a MAC address are MAC-48, EUI-48, and EUI-64. The massive popularity of the IEEE has made a communication network to highly desirable target for security breach. IEEE has certain vulnerability due to flaws in MAC protocol [20] . Due to this flaw in MAC protocol makes the communication networks to pay more attention to detect potential attacks to ensure the robustness and safety of the enterprise scale application. Additionally it is also possible to change the MAC address called MAC spoofing.
ECF Wring in SOAP
SOAP and MQ Series (which is a business integration middleware proposed by IBM) doesn't perform default authentication or authorization. Web Services Addressing SOAP binding defines the binding of the abstract properties defined in Web Services Addressing Core to SOAP Messages [22] . To achieve default authentication and to build a service with default authentication, the service must be modeled to accommodate the security mechanism within a service, in this case an ECF Wring which extracts the ECF form the consumer though standard SOAP message. It is proposed that the standard SOAP protocol has not been altered, although the service payload is split to accommodate ECF Wring which is synchronized with the business process to get the ECF for every preceding transaction as illustrated in the figure 1. IT industries believed that implementing the web service based business will have significant returns in the value chain and enhance the customer relation. Many standard organization and consortium are laying the foundation for web service security [5] . To be more beneficial business process and SOA should go hand-in-hand. Business process tells the complete activities, underlying technologies, interface of the service to SOA. Introducing ECF is starts from the business process by defining the roles, activities, procedures and policies to implement a service in SOA. The following steps are to be defined before build the secure service in the business process definition: 1) Define the service (simple or composite).
2)
Define the ingredients of service (object /components or both).
3)
Define input /output, process, storage of the service.
4)
Define policies, procedures and mechanisms of the service.
5)
Define the security model under which a particular service is built.
Architecture with ECF in SOA
The state of the art of Service Oriented Architectures is thoroughly investigated to understand what secure service provision means for different SOAs and whether an established notion of secure SOA existed. The surveyed SOAs are then evaluated in the light of the defined requirements, revealing interesting observations about how current SOAs address security issues [6] . SOA is a composite blend of business and technology. The major ingredients of SOA are service provider, service consumer and service repository, and some of the constituent technologies.
The growth of the internet has been accompanied by a proliferation of web services. The increasing attacks on these services by malicious persons have emphasized the need for the security. The security conditions of a web service can be given by the official provider in a security policy [7] . Several applications of policy were considered in preparing this analysis, including: cryptographic security policy, authentication policy, authorization policy, privacy policy, reliable-messaging policy transaction-processing policy and trust policy [27] . The figure 2 illustrates the implementation architecture of ECF in SOA which consists of the above said ingredients and the constituent technologies. This proposed architecture also supports the access control for the external partners. Apart from the three major ingredients the architecture consists of additional elements such as service manager, service proxy, service stub, service interface, service lookup manager, transformation mapping, gateway enterprise service bus, service configuration reader service adapter, routing configuration, business logic etc.,.
First and foremost in SOA, service providers develops the service according to the standards and publish their service to the service manager and the manager will then evaluate the service, filters the service and checks for the configuration and forwarded to the service registry. UDDI-based registries will become the cornerstones of web services [25] , making it easier to publish your preferred means of doing business, find relevant services and have them find you, and integrate with these services over the Internet.
The trust between the service provider and service manager will be maintained for further modification or removal of the service because no unauthorized provider must alter or remove or publish their service and other providers' service. However, the number of service registries is gradually increasing and Web service access points (i.e. WSDLs) are no longer a scarce resource as there are thousands of Web services disseminated throughout the Web [10] . Secondly, when a consumer needs a particular service he directly contact the service manager for the published service in the repository and he will be redirected to the look up manager to view the services in the registry, there he gets the location of the service providers of the same kind of service that he is looking for, further it is service consumers' choice to choose among the service providers list thereby he necessary interface for consuming the service. Finally, the service consumer approach to the service provider through the message bus of Enterprise Service Bus, there the requested service is routed by the service provider. A business task may consume singly service or many services and may be simple or composite, necessary composition and orchestration of service takes place to complete a business task. Also to complete a business task it may consume service from one provider or group of providers or external partners. If a business task evolves with many service providers / external partners than the partner enters through the gateway and agree some policies to contribute their service to the service consumer.
From the figure 2 it is clear that any transaction within the organization and across the organization boundaries is truly base on the ECF, which is shaded block in the figure 2 'Access Control by ECF'. This approach is more suitable for close group communication/transaction. In a close group the service provider has complete knowledge about the service consumer in this traditional case each consumer will be provided with user name and password, in our approach additionally the consumer has to provide the hardware serial number(s) and this number is mentioned as ECF by the service consumer along with the username and password for each transaction/communication the consumer is authenticated with user name, password and ECF.
Whenever a service consumer enters to a secure communication/transaction there is a mechanism to get the username and password, along this username and password the ECF Wring will extract the consumers' hardware information. If this number matches with the number that was previously registered with the service provider then service consumer was authenticated and allows for further process else he will be denied. Here the reader may raise the question that what happen when the authorized consumer sits on the other system? The answer to this is explained in the following scenarios and cases.
Scenario 1:
When the authorized consumer sits on the other system which is not registered with the service provider than the authorized consumer will not allowed because the serial number of the hardware will mismatch, under this situation the provider will pop up a message that "you are accessing our service from another system would you like us to allow you" with two options allow and not allow, if the authorized consumer clicks on allow, a message will be sent to the authorized consumer's mobile phone with two options 'yes' or 'no'(or a secondary question will be raised instead of cell phone message), the service provider waits for the response from the authorized consumer's mobile phone, if the response is 'yes' the authorized consumer is allowed for further process or an email will be dispatched to the authorized consumer. Further transaction will be allowed by clicking on the link in the email of the authorized consumer.
Scenario 2:
When an unauthorized consumer assess the web service from the system which is registered with the service provider, while the unauthorized consumer tries with random username and password, the transaction will be denied because the given user name and password mismatches. When an unauthorized consumer assess the web service from the system which is not registered with the service provider with the same password and username of the authorized consumer then the transaction will be denied because of hardware serial number mismatches, under this situation the provider will pop up the same message as in the case of scenario 1 that "you are accessing our service from another system would you like us to allow you" with two options allow and not allow, if the unauthorized consumer clicks on allow, a message will be sent to the registered consumer's mobile phone with two options 'yes' or 'no'. In this scenario the registered web service consumer will come to know that some one is accessing his account, this initiate him to contact the service provider as soon as possible or to change the username and password, mean while provider waits for the response from the unauthorized consumer's mobile phone but the response will be 'no' because the registered user is not consuming the service and hence the unauthorized consumer will not allowed for further process. In this scenario the consumer aware that some one is using his username and password, this triggers the registered user to take immediate action will be taken by the authorized consumer.
Scenario explanation:
As stated above, in our approach the ECF plays a major role in the authentication of the web service consumer of service oriented architecture for a close group communication / transaction. Let C1 to C8 be the registered web service consumer. Initially the service consumers (C1 to C8) register their hardware serial number (ECF) to the service provider to avail the secure communication/transaction. To access a service by the authorized consumer say (C2), he will be authorized based on his username, password and ECF as shown in figure 4 . The number beside the arrow indicates the flow of operation. The arrow marked as 1 is the request from the service consumer C2 and the arrow marked as 2 is the response after comparing the ECF registered in the database and the current consumer's system hardware serial number is found true.
Case 2:
If the same authorized web service consumer (C2) request (arrow 1) for a service from the system with another hardware serial number which has not been registered with the service provider (continuous circle with C2 label, dotted circle with label C2 is the system registered with the service provider), then the service provider will encounter a new hardware serial number. Then the service provider will intimate a message with two options 'Denied! Accessing from another system'. Like to continue yes or no' (arrow 2) while pressing yes the service provider will forward a message with another two options 'assessing service with your user name and password like to allow yes or no'(arrow 3) through Wireless Application Protocol(WAP) to service consumer's(C2) mobile phone else the access is denied as shown in figure 5 . While replying yes (arrow 4) to service provider will confirm that the authorized user is accessing the service and allows to avail the service (arrow 5). Instead of mobile authentication a secondary question may be used in the current system, after evaluating result of secondary question, the consumer will than be permitted.
Case 3:
Considering the above situation, figure 6 explains when some one request a service (arrow 1) with the username and password of the authorized web service consumer from the external system which is not registered with the service provider (continuous circle with label X), then the service provider will encounter a new hardware serial number and the service provider will intimate a message with two buttons 'Denied! Accessing from another system'. Like to continue yes or no' (arrow 2) while pressing yes the service provider will forward a message with two buttons 'assessing service with your user name and password like to allow yes or no'(arrow 3) through Wireless Application Protocol(WAP) to service consumer's(C2) mobile phone, by doing this it has two benefits that the web service consumer will be alerted that someone is misusing his username and password then the web service consumer will rush to provider or take some other action to safe guard his username and password, the other is requested service will be denied. 
Applications
The above proposed solution is more beneficial for close group communication, secure transaction, military surveillance, air traffic control etc. Communication or transaction within a pre defined actors are called Close group communication / transaction this type of group is applicable for, military surveillance, air traffic control, e-learning and can be extended for banking transaction etc.,
Military Surveillance System
One of the most important objectives of military intelligence is to warn of potential or immediate threats and what kind of information can military space provides, for watch, monitor and to analyze hostile forces [8] . Those operational mechanisms can work to integrate the military intelligence, the alertness, the recognition and how can system architecture in support of intelligence operations be implemented for decision support and knowledge management? Military surveillance includes the monitoring of external and internal camera surveillance. External camera surveillance is the surveillance of militant or the military beyond the country boundaries through satellite or any means. Internal camera surveillance is the surveillance of the civilians and the official inside the country boundary and within the military base respectively. The control and storing of the data from the surveillance camera was done by authenticated person from authorized system, the authentication of the person is done by the username and password and to authorize a system is done by the hardware serial number, a authorized person should not access the surveillance camera from any other system which is not allotted to them and the authorized system should not give rooms to access the surveillance camera by unauthorized person, in our approach authentication scheme, both the person and the system is authenticated simultaneously.
To access these services i.e. surveillance camera by the Lieutenant say (L2) will be authorized based on his username, password and ECF as shown in figure 7 . The number beside the arrow indicates the flow of operation. The arrow marked as 1 is the request from the service consumer L2 and the arrow marked as 2 is the response of the server after comparing the ECF registered in the database and the current consumer's system hardware serial number is found true.
Air Traffic Control System
The guidance of a air craft and to provide essential information about the geographical location and weather on the ground and in the air are provided by the Air traffic control (ATC) which is a service provided by ground-based controllers. The primary target of ATC systems all over the world is to separate the plane to avoid collisions, to organize and to accelerate the flow of traffic, and to provide the information and another support to pilots. In some countries, ATC may also play a security or defense role, or be run entirely by the military [9] . In addition to primary function, the ATC can provide additional services as the supply of the information to pilots, meteorological information and of navigation and NOTAMs (Notices to Aviators).
In many countries, the ATC services are provided everywhere with the majority of the air space and the services are available to all the users (private, military, and publicity). The regulators are responsible for separating some or all the air craft, such an air space is called "controlled air space" "in contrast "with the uncontrolled air space" where the plane can fly without the use of air traffic control. Depending on the type of flight and the class of airspace, ATC may issue instructions that pilots are required to follow, or merely flight information to assist pilots operating in the airspace. In all the cases, nevertheless, the pilot in the order has the final responsibility of the safety of the flight, and can turn aside of instructions ATC in an emergency. Figure 8 illustrates that, when the services are available to all users, it is essential to authenticate the legitimate controller. To avoid unauthorized control, our approach provides the solution for two approaches, namely no intruder can able to enter into ATC and secondly no controller can control the aircraft from unregistered system with the service provider. For explanation, from the figure 8 there are three ATC group namely private, military and commercial, only the right person from the right group is allowed to access the control of aircraft of their group. A2, A3, A4 forms a private group to control the private aircraft named Private Air Craft (PAC), B2, B3, B4 forms a military group to control the military aircraft named Military Air Craft (MAC), and C2, C3, C4 forms a commercial group to control the commercial aircraft named Commercial Air Craft (CAC). In this no cross control is possible i.e. A2 cannot control MAC or CAC, attempting to control other groups' aircraft will trigger a message or intimation to the superior of that group and results in serious circumstances. 
Conclusion
ECF is an innovative approach for two factor authentication of web service consumers using proprietary analyzing algorithm. The proposed idea work at the device level, ECF Wring captures the hardware specification that is used as input to the proprietary analyzing algorithm for strong authentication than password. This scheme gives way to create two factor authentication scenarios where the traditional user name and password combination is tied to device authentication, the level of confidence that can be expected from any session at any given time. Many benefits can be derived from strong machine-to-machine authentication. The ECF based solution is based on solid foundation of technology, product and support. This solution is robust, easy to implement and drastically reduces risk in many areas of business, while opening up new opportunities for revenue generation for customers and provider.
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